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Disability theorists have been influential in critiquing the routinization of prenatal testing and abortion.

Many of the theorists who have been very vocal and articulate about critiquing the routinization of

prenatal testing are actually theorists who are in favor of keeping abortion accessible in most

circumstances. The point is not that these are people who are in general opposed to abortion, although

some of them may be. It's that they have specific concerns about how the path from prenatal testing

through abortion goes through a disability theory perspective. Let me mention quickly four arguments

that disability theorists have raised that might make us question the ethics of prenatal testing.

The first is known as the expressivist argument. This is the idea that testing for a particular condition

symbolically disrespects and devalues everyone who's currently living with that condition. It tells them

that basically having that condition means that their lives are not worth living or that they were not worth

raising as children. This is a powerful argument, although there are some counterargument out there.

So for example, you might ask, well, how is that different from the fact that we take folic acid to try to

prevent having a baby born with Spina Bifida, or the fact that if a vaccine were developed for Down

Syndrome, surely we would be willing to take it. In those cases we're preventing a child from having a

disability such as Spina Bifida or Down Syndrome isn't that the same thing that feels ethically

acceptable. In response, the defender of the expressivist argument might point out that trying to

prevent a particular fetus from having a condition is really not the same as saying well, if that fetus has

that condition, then that fetus is not worth bringing into the world or raising at all. So the expressivist

might say there's a different kind of disrespect involved in actually eliminating somebody on the basis of

their having a disabling trait, rather than trying to prevent their having that disabling trait to start with.

Second argument, you might think that the whole practice of prenatal testing that is developing and

becoming more and more elaborate and routine over time, reveals and entrenches problematic

parenting attitudes, that it tells prospective parents that they ought to be unwilling to accept an

imperfect child, and it encourages in them a myth that if they only just go ahead and take all the right

steps ahead of time, they can be guaranteed or all but guaranteed a perfect healthy child. And of

course, real parenting isn't like that. It always involves risk. There's always the possibility of an

unhealthy or an imperfect child no matter how much prenatal testing we do. And we might think that

encouraging a culture of extreme parental control and an unwillingness to accept contingency and

imperfection is problematic.
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The third point that is made by disability theorists is that the decision to abort in light of a positive test is

often made based on bad information and prejudice rather than on good quality information. Oftentimes

prospective parents will find out that their child is going to have a disability such as Down syndrome or

Spina Bifida, and this may well be their first real contact with that disability. They may have no real

experience of it, they may just have vague negative social stereotypes attached to it, and not really

have any sense of what they're getting into. They get into the clinic and they are treated as though the

expectation is that this is terrible news and that they will want to abort, that this is some sort of tragedy

that calls the pregnancy into question. We don't have any routines in place that guarantee that before

parents make that decision, they're exposed to people with that disability, that they find out about the

social networks and communities that might be available to them if they decide to go through with the

pregnancy, that they in general have a more well-rounded non-prejudicial conception of the condition

before they make their decision.

Fourth and finally, I want to go back to something we talked about earlier, and that's the social model of

disability and the medical model of disability. Some people have argued that when we routinize testing

and abortion as solutions to the problem of finding out that a fetus has a particular impairment or

defect, what we do is we treat the individual body as the entire problem rather than thinking about the

social and material environment that that body is going to be born into, and thinking about maybe

adjusting that instead. When we routinize prenatal testing, in other words, we may be enforcing the

medical model of disability at the cost of the social model of disability and shutting down some of our

imaginative options and our possible solutions.

If, furthermore, we continue to eliminate fetal bodies that have particular defects, so that there are

fewer and fewer people born with those defects, that's also going to have a social impact on the people

who do live with these particular conditions. It could well lead to much less support and fewer services

for the existing people with that disability as it becomes rarer and rarer. And furthermore, even worse, it

might come to be seen as the parents' fault that that person was born at all, given that the parents had

the option of testing and abortion. And to the extent that we blame the parents, we may feel less

socially responsible for providing their children with helpful resources.

Indeed, it may lead to more prejudice for the people who remain with that condition as that condition

comes to be rarer and rarer and seen more and more as something that ought to have been eliminated

in the first place. So for all of these reasons, disability theorists have been concerned about the ongoing
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routinization of prenatal testing.
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